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Introduction
It used to be said that we live in an information economy, but the truth is that we
live in a data economy: one step removed from turning that data into real
information. Data is a tradable asset, but one that needs to be “cashed in” –
turned into business intelligence – for the enterprise to truly profit from it. 

In other words, it is no longer enough simply to horde vast amounts of data;
organisations now need to invest in the data-analysis tools and the human skills
needed to explore it, interrogate it and mine it to extract all of the valuable
business information it may contain.

Big Data defined
“Big Data” is, by one definition, simply large datasets at rest. However, what has
changed for many organisations is the huge volume of data, its variety – gathered
from multiple sources, channels and device types – and the velocity with which it
moves into and out of the data centre. Big Data means data from customers,
partners and suppliers; data from multiple channels and devices – such as in-store
kiosks, laptops, mobile phones, smart TVs, Oyster cards, call centres and even
tagged items in warehouses and delivery hubs.

In the early days of ebusiness, volume, variety and velocity were enough, but that
was short-term thinking. These “three Vs” of Big Data are meaningless without
the fourth: its business value, and that means being able to turn it into an
information asset for strategic, operational and competitive advantage.
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For more and more organisations in the private, public and voluntary sectors, the
data that they gather about customers or citizens, and about the organisation itself,
“is” their core business. It is what differentiates them from their peers and defines
their relationships with customers, citizens, stakeholders and partners. 

In the early days of ebusiness, for example, it was enough to know that x number of
people bought product y online, and a different number bought product z. If the
enterprise invested in buying a list from a partner organisation, then the sales
department might have been lucky to discover that the nearest competitor sold
more of its version of product z. With Big Data, however, it may be possible to find
out that a very specific type of person buys product x, that they buy it from one
channel more than another, live in a particular area, use services such as a, b and c,
and prefer the competitor’s brand values.

Further analysis may establish that customers
prefer product z2a to z1b, but have no plans to
upgrade to z3. Indeed, deep analysis of a
subsection of purchasing data may establish that
product z3 has been poorly designed and is losing
ground to rival products in the market. 

Team B from the regional office might then analyse
a key set of new market data in greater depth and
identify an emerging group of customers, at whom
product z4 could be targeted early, cornering the market. This group of potential
buyers was invisible until a data analyst in product development realised that adding
a specific dataset into the mix would unlock the sector’s mysteries.

In a hyper-competitive marketplace, being able to slice and dice Big Data is not just
about operating more efficiently and cutting costs. It is about being able to get to
know customers, citizens, market trends, purchasing patterns and customer
behaviours in more depth than ever before, and then to identify new solutions, new
products and new approaches – not just within the enterprise itself, but also within
its vertical and horizontal markets, locally, nationally and internationally.
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Big Data such as this may not just help
organisations to function more
efficiently and enterprises to bring new
products to market more swiftly. It may
also help cities and communities to
function better and make more
efficient use of energy resources and
raw materials, for example, or identify
waste across global supply chains.

The British government is just one
huge organisation that sees the
potential of Big Data to better manage
public services and local resources. It
believes that Big Data is as much about
encouraging greater innovation locally,
with open datasets being shared
between different types of

organisation in new forms of public/private partnership. 

The new government-backed Open Data Institute in London is a good example of
how forward-thinking organisations are looking at Big Data in general. The idea is to
create an entrepreneurial hub to explore the commercial potential of the massive
datasets gathered by the public sector – population trends, demographic statistics,
public service usage, travel patterns and so on.

Big Data is more than just the latest buzzphrase, therefore – at least, according to
speakers at this year’s Computing Big Data Summit in June, which saw analysts,
entrepreneurs, academics and IT leaders from all sectors explain how Big Data
represents a genuine strategic challenge for them in terms of gathering it and
analysing it – while also keeping within the ever-changing compliance requirements
of international data protection rules.

The latter point is a challenge within itself: many private companies – and some
governments – would like regulations relaxed to allow greater gathering and sharing
of communications data, for example, and greater freedom in terms of how and
where it is stored. European regulators, on the other hand, are concerned about
privacy and the implications of too much data being available – perhaps owned – by
large, diversified private companies.

For any IT strategist, another challenge is the unstructured nature of much of this
data. As organisations amass vast quantities of it across multiple channels – from
point-of-sale records to customer interactions via the web and mobile platforms – it
becomes harder to tag and manage efficiently and coherently. 

After all, Big Data comes in a variety of forms, from the simplest digital text files –
not to mention paper documents to be scanned, tagged and stored – to social
media interactions, high-def rich-media repositories, and even the multiple
terabytes of data gathered every day by a single security camera.
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The internet of things
This data also comes from a multiplicity of other sources, including the emerging
“internet of things” – the millions of network-connected objects, from those CCTV
cameras in the street, to household appliances and tagged items in warehouses,
which may eventually all have their own IP addresses, thanks to the vast number of
unique addresses available in IPv6 (340 trillion trillion trillion, as opposed to the
four billion available under Ipv4).

To structure this data requires strategic planning and preparation. Simply gathering it
wholesale and then determining what to do with it later may be tempting, but any
organisations that do so may simply be storing a problem as big as the data itself. 

Metadata – data about data – is important, not just in terms of organising Big Data
within its repositories, but also in terms of interoperability: sharing it from app to
app, from device to device and from platform to platform. In this light, Big Data is
not a “thing” so much as a strategic challenge. 

It is also an infrastructure challenge. While this data may sometimes be “at rest” in
data centres, to get there it still has to travel over a network that is scalable, robust
and fast enough to cope – something brought into focus for many organisations by
this summer’s London 2012 Olympics and Paralympic Games, which were consumed
interactively in high definition, in 3D and across multiple channels and social
platforms – simultaneously, and on demand.

Social media and mobile communications have exploded within a short, intensive
timeframe and both have swiftly moved from being simple tools for rudimentary
data exchange to being vast platforms for rich media creation and sharing. Big Data
gathers wherever people gather and talk to each other.
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During that time, processing speeds may have continued to increase and rising
storage capacities may have been available at falling costs, but broadband speeds
have struggled to keep pace with the change. In that sense, Big Data is a national
challenge, and one that many feel the UK is failing to meet well enough for our future.

The infrastructure and communications dimensions of Big Data are important
considerations, therefore, for any IT leader who is determined to be seen as adding
value and insight to the business.

Data into knowledge
But the fundamental challenge is the simplest to express and yet also the hardest
to rise to, particularly for the hard-pressed CIO, IT director or senior IT manager
grappling with tight budgets and smaller teams. The mass of rich, complex data
that is being stockpiled by every type of organisation in what amounts to a data
arms race is not the same thing as knowledge. For that, strategic data needs to be
stored, processed, tagged and analysed, by a combination of smart, analytical tools
and skilled people. 

In short, Big Data (like data security) succeeds or fails strategically at the human
level. Analytical tools developed by Autonomy and others have been designed for
this emerging economy of strategic data-crunching, but big data is not just a
technology problem requiring a technology solution. Data analysts – and, at the
apex of the market, data scientists – will become highly sought after, and that
means their skills will command a premium. 

Basic economics suggest that the most highly qualified experts will follow the
money, either to diversified multinationals or to large IT services vendors. This
means that other enterprises that seek business intelligence from their data
stockpiles may end up paying a premium for someone outside the enterprise to do
it for them.

Big Data, then, is a big skills opportunity for the next generation of IT professionals.
That said, low-level data-crunching may require a commodity, low-skilled approach
that could be farmed out to a third-party that has the existing investment in
technology and labour arbitrage.

In short, the need for a Big Data strategy is obvious for all organisations. This
strategy should include how much data is gathered, from which systems, and why;
how the data should be stored and secured; what the regulatory environment is for
Big Data (including its storage and transfer), and how that may change in future;
how data might be sliced, diced and mined for business advantage; what skills and
tools are needed to extract business advantage; and how the business information
from Big Data sets can be used within the organisation, in terms of new product
and service development.
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About Intel
Intel is a world leader in computing innovation. The company designs and builds the
essential technologies that serve as the foundation for the world’s computing
devices. Intel’s active leadership in the development of cloud computing extends
across the cloud computing ecosystem and includes technology innovation,
standards leadership, and first-hand experience – combining vision (where cloud is
going) with know-how (how practical cloud infrastructures are built and deployed).
This cloud computing leadership can be immediately useful as you consider and
implement your own cloud computing infrastructures. Intel’s current products, as
well as products in development, focus on the advances you need for effective cloud
computing solutions.
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